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Performance is challenging
●

Measurement
○
○
○
○
○

●

Sophisticated hardware architecture (out of order, superscalar)
Variable CPU frequency scaling (turbo boost, thermal throttling)
Overhead from instrumentation and measurement
Missing symbols (JIT, interpreted languages, stripped binaries)
Broken stack unwinding (deep call stacks, inlining, missing frame pointer)

Optimization and Tuning
○
○
○
○

Concurrency issues (shared resources with hyperthreading, contention)
Compiler optimizations (exceptions vs vectorization, denormals, dead code)
Memory alignment, access patterns, fragmentation
Addressing the wrong issue (optimizing compute for memory bound problem and vice-versa)
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A pinch of UNIX wisdom – on handling complexity
Rule 1 You can't tell where a program is going to spend its time. Bottlenecks occur in surprising places, so don't
try to second guess and put in a speed hack until you've proven that's where the bottleneck is.
Rule 2 Measure. Don't tune for speed until you've measured, and even then don't unless one part of the code
overwhelms the rest.
Rule 3 Fancy algorithms are slow when n is small, and n is usually small. Fancy algorithms have big constants.
Until you know that n is frequently going to be big, don't get fancy. (Even if n does get big, use Rule 2 ﬁrst.)
Rule 4 Fancy algorithms are buggier than simple ones, and they're much harder to implement. Use simple
algorithms as well as simple data structures.
Rule 5 Data dominates. If you've chosen the right data structures and organized things well, the algorithms will
almost always be self-evident. Data structures, not algorithms, are central to programming.
Rule 6 There is no Rule 6.

from “Notes on C Programming”, by Rob Pike
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Performance Analysis Process
●

System Level
○
○
○

●

Application Level
○
○

●

Kernel
Disk
Network
CPU Utilization
Algorithmic complexity

Hardware Level
○
○
○
○

Cache misses
Branch mispredictions
Data dependencies
Divisions, square roots

Use system observability tools to identify and ﬁx performance bottlenecks.
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top – display Linux processes
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htop – interactive process viewer
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mpstat – report processor statistics
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mpstat – report processor statistics
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iostat – report CPU and I/O statistics
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iostat – report CPU and I/O statistics
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CPU Hardware Architecture

CPU Architecture

Generic Dual Core CPU

● Logical Components
○
○
○
○
○
○

Control Unit
Arithmetic Logic Units (ALUs)
Floating Point Unit (FPU)
Branch Predictor Unit (BPU)
Memory Management Unit (MMU)
Translation Lookaside Buﬀer (TLB)

● Memory Subsystem
○ L1(~32–512KB)
■ L1 Instruction Cache
■ L1 Data Cache
○ L2 (~1–8MB)
■ Instruction/Data Shared Cache
○ L3 (up to ~64MB)
■ Last level cache (LLC)

source: Systems Performance 2nd Edition, Brendan Gregg
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Microarchitecture of
Intel’s Sunny Cove Core

Sunny Cove Core Microarchitecture

● Front End
○
○
○
○

Instruction Fetch and Decode
Branch Predictor Unit (BPU)
L1 Instruction Cache
Instruction TLB

● Back End
○ Execution Engine
■ Register Renaming
■ Move Elimination
○ Memory Subsystem
■ Load/Store Units
■ L1 Data Cache
■ L2 Shared Cache
■ Data TLB

source: https://en.wikichip.org
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Top-Down Microarchitecture Analysis
The Top-Down Characterization is a
hierarchical organization of event-based metrics
that identiﬁes the dominant performance
bottlenecks in an application.
Its aim is to show, on average,
how well the CPU’s pipelines are
being utilized while running an
application.
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Ahmad Yasin, "A Top-Down method for performance analysis and counters architecture," 2014 IEEE
International Symposium on Performance Analysis of Systems and Software (ISPASS), Monterey, CA,
2014, pp. 35-44, doi: 10.1109/ISPASS.2014.6844459.
https://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/develop/documentation/vtune-cookbook/top/methodologies/top-down-microarchitecture-analysis-method.html
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● Front End Bound
○ Code Duplication
○ Code Layout (Locality)
○ Frequent Branching
○ Unnecessary Work
● Back End Bound
○ Core Bound
■ Data Dependencies
■ Divisions and Special Functions
○ Memory Bound
■ False Sharing
■ Remote Memory Accesses
■ Scattered Memory Accesses
■ Excessive Memory Accesses

CPU Pipeline Slots

Scalar
Vector

Top-Down
Microarchitecture
Analysis

Ahmad Yasin, "A Top-Down method for performance analysis and counters architecture," 2014 IEEE
International Symposium on Performance Analysis of Systems and Software (ISPASS), Monterey,
CA, 2014, pp. 35-44, doi: 10.1109/ISPASS.2014.6844459.
Intel CPU Metrics Reference
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Performance Analysis with perf

perf – Performance analysis tools for Linux
●
●
●
●
●

Oﬃcial Linux proﬁler (source code is part of the kernel itself)
Both hardware and software based performance monitoring
Much lower overhead compared with instrumentation-based proﬁling
Kernel and user space
Counting and Sampling
○
○
○
○

●

Counting — count occurrences of a given event (e.g. cache misses)
Event-based Sampling — a sample is recorded when a threshold of events has occurred
Time-based Sampling — samples are recorded at a given ﬁxed frequency
Instruction-based Sampling — processor follows instructions and samples events they create

Static and Dynamic Tracing
○
○

Static — pre-deﬁned tracepoints in software
Dynamic — tracepoints created using uprobes (user) or kprobes (kernel)
Perf Wiki

https://www.brendangregg.com/perf.html
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perf – subcommands
bash ~ $ perf

usage: perf [--version] [--help] [OPTIONS] COMMAND [ARGS]
The most commonly
annotate
archive
c2c
config
data
diff
evlist
list
mem
record
report
sched
script
stat
timechart
top
version
probe
trace

used perf commands are:
Read perf.data (created by perf record) and display annotated code
Create archive with object files with build-ids found in perf.data file
Shared Data C2C/HITM Analyzer.
Get and set variables in a configuration file.
Data file related processing
Read perf.data files and display the differential profile
List the event names in a perf.data file
List all symbolic event types
Profile memory accesses
Run a command and record its profile into perf.data
Read perf.data (created by perf record) and display the profile
Tool to trace/measure scheduler properties (latencies)
Read perf.data (created by perf record) and display trace output
Run a command and gather performance counter statistics
Tool to visualize total system behavior during a workload
System profiling tool.
display the version of perf binary
Define new dynamic tracepoints
strace inspired tool

See 'perf help COMMAND' for more information on a specific command.
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perf – hardware and software events
bash ~ $ perf list hw cache

bash ~ $ perf list sw

List of pre-defined events (to be used in -e):

List of pre-defined events (to be used in -e):

branch-instructions OR branches
branch-misses
cache-misses
cache-references
cpu-cycles OR cycles
instructions
stalled-cycles-backend OR idle-cycles-backend
stalled-cycles-frontend OR idle-cycles-frontend

[Hardware
[Hardware
[Hardware
[Hardware
[Hardware
[Hardware
[Hardware
[Hardware

event]
event]
event]
event]
event]
event]
event]
event]

L1-dcache-load-misses
L1-dcache-loads
L1-dcache-prefetches
L1-icache-load-misses
L1-icache-loads
branch-load-misses
branch-loads
dTLB-load-misses
dTLB-loads
iTLB-load-misses
iTLB-loads

[Hardware
[Hardware
[Hardware
[Hardware
[Hardware
[Hardware
[Hardware
[Hardware
[Hardware
[Hardware
[Hardware

cache
cache
cache
cache
cache
cache
cache
cache
cache
cache
cache

event]
event]
event]
event]
event]
event]
event]
event]
event]
event]
event]

alignment-faults
bpf-output
context-switches OR cs
cpu-clock
cpu-migrations OR migrations
dummy
emulation-faults
major-faults
minor-faults
page-faults OR faults
task-clock

[Software
[Software
[Software
[Software
[Software
[Software
[Software
[Software
[Software
[Software
[Software

event]
event]
event]
event]
event]
event]
event]
event]
event]
event]
event]

duration_time

[Tool event]
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perf – Intel pipeline events
bash ~ $ perf list pipeline

List of pre-defined events (to be used in -e):
pipeline:
arith.divider_active
[Cycles when divide unit is busy executing divide or square root operations. Accounts for integer and floating-point operations]
baclears.any
[Counts the total number when the front end is resteered, mainly when the BPU cannot provide a correct prediction]
br_inst_retired.all_branches
[All (macro) branch instructions retired Spec update: SKL091]
br_inst_retired.all_branches_pebs
[All (macro) branch instructions retired Spec update: SKL091 (Must be precise)]
br_inst_retired.conditional
[Conditional branch instructions retired Spec update: SKL091 (Precise event)]
br_inst_retired.far_branch
[Counts the number of far branch instructions retired Spec update: SKL091 (Precise event)]
br_inst_retired.near_call
[Direct and indirect near call instructions retired Spec update: SKL091 (Precise event)]
br_inst_retired.near_return
[Return instructions retired Spec update: SKL091 (Precise event)]
br_inst_retired.near_taken
[Taken branch instructions retired Spec update: SKL091 (Precise event)]
br_inst_retired.not_taken
[Counts all not taken macro branch instructions retired Spec update: SKL091 (Precise event)]
br_misp_retired.all_branches
[All mispredicted macro branch instructions retired]
...
https://perfmon-events.intel.com
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perf – AMD core events
bash ~ $ perf list core
List of pre-defined events (to be used in -e):
core:
ex_div_busy
[Div Cycles Busy count]
ex_div_count
[Div Op Count]
ex_ret_brn
[Retired Branch Instructions]
ex_ret_brn_far
[Retired Far Control Transfers]
ex_ret_brn_ind_misp
[Retired Indirect Branch Instructions Mispredicted]
ex_ret_brn_misp
[Retired Branch Instructions Mispredicted]
ex_ret_brn_resync
[Retired Branch Resyncs]
ex_ret_brn_tkn
[Retired Taken Branch Instructions]
ex_ret_brn_tkn_misp
[Retired Taken Branch Instructions Mispredicted]
ex_ret_cond
[Retired Conditional Branch Instructions]
ex_ret_cond_misp
[Retired Conditional Branch Instructions Mispredicted]
...
https://developer.amd.com/wordpress/media/2013/12/56255_OSRR-1.pdf
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perf – pre-packaged metrics (Intel only)
bash ~ $ perf list metrics
Metrics:
Backend_Bound
[This category represents fraction of slots where no uops are delivered due to a lack of required resources for accepting new uops in the Backend]
Bad_Speculation
[This category represents fraction of slots wasted due to incorrect speculations]
BpTB
[Branch instructions per taken branch]
CLKS
[Per-Logical Processor actual clocks when the Logical Processor is active]
CPI
[Cycles Per Instruction (per Logical Processor)]
CPU_Utilization
[Average CPU Utilization]
CoreIPC
[Instructions Per Cycle (per physical core)]
Frontend_Bound
[This category represents fraction of slots where the processor's Frontend undersupplies its Backend]
ILP
[Instruction-Level-Parallelism (average number of uops executed when there is at least 1 uop executed)]
IPC
[Instructions Per Cycle (per Logical Processor)]
Instructions
[Total number of retired Instructions]
IpB
[Instructions per Branch (lower number means higher occurance rate)]
IpCall
[Instruction per (near) call (lower number means higher occurance rate)]
IpL
[Instructions per Load (lower number means higher occurance rate)]
...
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perf – pre-packaged metrics (Intel only)
bash ~ $ perf stat -M Frontend_Bound,Backend_Bound,Bad_Speculation,Retiring -- root -l -q
Performance counter stats for 'root -l -q':
535853293
676507752
803157447
540449552
676523326
19393734
667220596

cycles

#
idq_uops_not_delivered.core
uops_issued.any
#
#
cycles
#
idq_uops_not_delivered.core
int_misc.recovery_cycles
uops_retired.retire_slots

0.32 Frontend_Bound
0.10 Bad_Speculation
0.28 Backend_Bound
0.31 Retiring

(50.07%)
(50.07%)
(49.93%)
(49.93%)
(49.93%)
(49.93%)
(49.93%)

0.243072802 seconds time elapsed
0.158384000 seconds user
0.088028000 seconds sys
bash ~ $
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perf – event sources

http://www.brendangregg.com/perf.html
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perf – static tracepoint events
bash ~ $ sudo perf list 'sched:*'
List of pre-defined events (to be used in -e):
sched:sched_kthread_stop
sched:sched_kthread_stop_ret
sched:sched_migrate_task
sched:sched_move_numa
sched:sched_pi_setprio
sched:sched_process_exec
sched:sched_process_exit
sched:sched_process_fork
sched:sched_process_free
sched:sched_process_wait
sched:sched_stat_runtime
sched:sched_stick_numa
sched:sched_swap_numa
sched:sched_switch
sched:sched_wait_task
sched:sched_wake_idle_without_ipi
sched:sched_wakeup
sched:sched_wakeup_new
sched:sched_waking

[Tracepoint
[Tracepoint
[Tracepoint
[Tracepoint
[Tracepoint
[Tracepoint
[Tracepoint
[Tracepoint
[Tracepoint
[Tracepoint
[Tracepoint
[Tracepoint
[Tracepoint
[Tracepoint
[Tracepoint
[Tracepoint
[Tracepoint
[Tracepoint
[Tracepoint

event]
event]
event]
event]
event]
event]
event]
event]
event]
event]
event]
event]
event]
event]
event]
event]
event]
event]
event]
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perf stat – report performance counter statistics
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perf stat – report performance counter statistics
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perf record – recording and reporting data

28

perf record – recording from a running process

29

perf report – reporting by self time

30

perf report – hierarchical report

31

perf report --tui

32

perf report --tui

33

perf annotate – annotated source code
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Optimization Example
Matrix Multiplication

Matrix Multiplication
#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>

int main(int argc, char *argv[]) {
int i, n = ((argc == 2) ? atoi(argv[1]) : LENGTH);

// This version has minor modifications applied, the
// original version is linked at the bottom of the slide

int **m1 = mkmatrix(SIZE, SIZE);
int **m2 = mkmatrix(SIZE, SIZE);
int **mm = mkmatrix(SIZE, SIZE);

#define SIZE 1024
#define LENGTH 32

zeromatrix(SIZE, SIZE, mm);

int **mkmatrix(int rows, int cols);
void zeromatrix(int rows, int cols, int **m);
void freematrix(int rows, int **m);

for (i=0; i<n; i++)
mm = mmult(SIZE, SIZE, m1, m2, mm);

int **mmult(int rows, int cols,
int **m1, int **m2, int **m3) {
int i, j, k;

}

for (i=0; i<rows; i++) {
for (j=0; j<cols; j++) {
m3[i][j] = 0;
for (k=0; k<cols; k++)
m3[i][j] += m1[i][k] * m2[k][j];
}
}
return(m3);

printf("%d %d %d %d\n",
mm[0][0], mm[2][3], mm[3][2], mm[4][4]);

}

freematrix(SIZE, m1);
freematrix(SIZE, m2);
freematrix(SIZE, mm);
return(0);

https://github.com/llvm-mirror/test-suite/blob/master/SingleSource/Benchmarks/Shootout/matrix.c
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Simple Top-Down Analysis with perf

37

Annotated Source

Load m1[i][k] and m2[k][j] into memory and multiply
Add result into m3[i][j]

Loading m2 matrix elements in column major order is causing backend stalls.
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Top-Down Analysis with Intel VTune Proﬁler
As shown by the red arrows, the
loop is being performed in column
major order, which in C/C++ is not
optimal, because the memory
layout is row major. Therefore, we
need to perform a loop inversion
for the indices j and k to improve
performance.
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Loop inversion solves the problem

Now we are no longer bound by the backend. The speedup
obtained was ≈2x with this change. Can we improve this result?
We can parallelize the code with OpenMP, for example.
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Parallel code with OpenMP gains more performance

The percentage of time spent retiring is too high. This is also
indicative of a problem. Let’s look again at the annotated source.
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Annotated Source with perf annotate

The loop is still using scalar instructions.
We can further improve performance with vectorization.
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Vectorization signiﬁcantly improves performance

We’ve improved performance from ~30s down to 0.54s, not bad!
That’s a speedup of about 56.3x.

43

Comparison between initial and ﬁnal versions

44

Final performance summary in VTune (10x runtime)
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Optimization Example
Sieve of Erastosthenes

Sieve of Eratosthenes
1 int main(int argc, char *argv[])
2{
3
int NUM = ((argc == 2) ? atoi(argv[1]) : 1000000);
4
static char flags[8192 + 1];
5
long i, k;
6
int count = 0;
7
8
while (NUM--) {
9
count = 0;
10
for (i = 2; i <= 8192; i++)
11
flags[i] = 1;
12
13
for (i = 2; i <= 8192; i++) {
14
if (flags[i]) {
15
/* remove all multiples of prime: i */
16
for (k = i + i; k <= 8192; k += i)
17
flags[k] = 0;
18
count++;
19
}
20
}
21
}
22
printf("Count: %d\n", count);
23
return 0;
24 }
https://github.com/llvm-mirror/test-suite/blob/master/SingleSource/Benchmarks/Shootout/sieve.c
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Proﬁling line by line with perf
1 int main(int argc, char *argv[])
2{
3
int NUM = ((argc == 2) ? atoi(argv[1]) : 1000000);
4
static char flags[8192 + 1];
5
long i, k;
6
int count = 0;
7
8
while (NUM--) {
9
count = 0;
10
for (i = 2; i <= 8192; i++)
11
flags[i] = 1;
12
13
for (i = 2; i <= 8192; i++) {
14
if (flags[i]) {
15
/* remove all multiples of prime: i */
16
for (k = i + i; k <= 8192; k += i)
17
flags[k] = 0;
18
count++;
19
}
20
}
21
}
22
printf("Count: %d\n", count);
23
return 0;
24 }

$ gcc -Wall -O3 -mavx2 -g -o sieve sieve.c
$ perf record --call-graph=dwarf -F50 -e cycles -- sieve
Count: 1028
[ perf record: Woken up 21 times to write data ]
[ perf record: Captured and wrote 5.28 MB perf.data (655 samples) ]
$ perf report --stdio --no-children -g none -s srcline
#
# Total Lost Samples: 0
#
# Samples: 655 of event 'cycles'
# Event count (approx.): 55672367816
#
# Overhead Source:Line
# ........ ...............
#
40.72% sieve.c:16
21.38% sieve.c:13
19.54% sieve.c:14
10.10% sieve.c:17
7.64% sieve.c:18
0.62% sieve.c:11
0.00% jump_label.h:27
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Performance statistics
$ perf
Count:
Count:
Count:

stat -r3 -M Retiring,Bad_Speculation,Frontend_Bound,Backend_Bound -- sieve.baseline
1028
1028
1028

Performance counter stats for 'sieve.baseline' (3 runs):
28277988476
5503093580
55629916812
157421509301
12438582691 ns
5495475107
55643570935
110533393570
157469669912
12438582691 ns

IDQ_UOPS_NOT_DELIVERED.CORE #
#
INT_MISC.RECOVERY_CYCLES
CPU_CLK_UNHALTED.THREAD
UOPS_ISSUED.ANY
duration_time
INT_MISC.RECOVERY_CYCLES #
CPU_CLK_UNHALTED.THREAD
#
UOPS_RETIRED.RETIRE_SLOTS
UOPS_ISSUED.ANY
duration_time

12.620 +- 0.187 seconds time elapsed

( +-

0.13 Frontend_Bound
0.07 Backend_Bound

0.31 Bad_Speculation
0.50 Retiring

(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(

++++++++++-

0.07%
0.15%
0.04%
0.02%
1.51%
0.11%
0.06%
0.01%
0.04%
1.51%

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

(49.99%)
(49.99%)
(49.99%)
(49.99%)
(50.01%)
(50.01%)
(50.01%)
(50.01%)

1.48% )
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Potential
Optimizations
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Initialize evens to directly with 0
Start from i = 3 in line 13
Check only up to the square root of 8192
Do not iterate over even numbers again
Skip even multiples of the primes
Start marking composites from the
squared of the current prime number
Unroll hot loops (do more per iteration)
Use SIMD instructions (-mavx2)
Use simpler loop logic

1 int main(int argc, char *argv[])
2{
3
int NUM = ((argc == 2) ? atoi(argv[1]) : 1000000);
4
static char flags[8192 + 1];
5
long i, k;
6
int count = 0;
7
8
while (NUM--) {
9
count = 0;
10
for (i = 2; i <= 8192; i++)
11
flags[i] = 1;
12
13
for (i = 2; i <= 8192; i++) {
14
if (flags[i]) {
15
/* remove all multiples of prime: i */
16
for (k = i + i; k <= 8192; k += i)
17
flags[k] = 0;
18
count++;
19
}
20
}
21
}
22
printf("Count: %d\n", count);
23
return 0;
24 }
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Sieve of Eratosthenes (Solution)
int main(int argc, char *argv[])
{
static char flags[8192 + 1];
int NUM = ((argc == 2) ? atoi(argv[1]) : 1000000);
long sqrt_max = sqrt(8192);
int count;
while (NUM--) {
for (long i = 2; i < 8192; i += 2) {
flags[i] = 0;
// evens are not prime
flags[i + 1] = 1; // odd numbers might be
} // flags[8192] doesn't need to be set, because it's even
// since even numbers already crossed out we can:
// - start from i=3
// - iterate over odd numbers (i+=2)
for (long i = 3; i <= sqrt_max; i += 2) {
if (flags[i]) {
/* remove all multiples of prime: i */
// 1. less than i*i already marked
// 2. only mark odd multiples (i*i+i will
//
produce even number, which is already marked)
for (long k = i * i; k <= 8192; k += 2 * i)
flags[k] = 0;
}
}
count = 1; // accounting for 2 is prime
for (long i = 2; i <= 8192; i++)
if (flags[i])
count++;

}

$ perf
-M
Count:
Count:
Count:

stat -r3 \
Retiring,Bad_Speculation,Frontend_Bound,Backend_Bound -- sieve.opt
1028
1028
1028

Performance counter stats for 'sieve.opt' (3 runs):
4137049582
181769269
8441552456
21158855301
1920622523 ns
180655671
8433127416
19962903052
21139282317
1920622523 ns

IDQ_UOPS_NOT_DELIVERED.CORE #
#
INT_MISC.RECOVERY_CYCLES
CPU_CLK_UNHALTED.THREAD
UOPS_ISSUED.ANY
duration_time
INT_MISC.RECOVERY_CYCLES #
CPU_CLK_UNHALTED.THREAD
#
UOPS_RETIRED.RETIRE_SLOTS
UOPS_ISSUED.ANY
duration_time

1.9283 +- 0.0261 seconds time elapsed

( +-

0.12 Frontend_Bound
0.23 Backend_Bound

0.06 Bad_Speculation
0.59 Retiring

1.36% )

}
printf("Count: %d\n", count);
return 0;

https://easyperf.net/blog/2019/02/16/Performance-optimization-contest-1
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Sieve of Eratosthenes (Further Optimization)
int main(int argc, char *argv[])
{
static char flags[8192 + 1];
int NUM = ((argc == 2) ? atoi(argv[1]) : 1000000);
int sqrt_max = sqrt(8192);
unsigned long long count;
while (NUM--) {
for (int i = 2; i < 8192; i += 2) {
flags[i] = 0;
// evens are not prime
flags[i + 1] = 1; // odd numbers might be
} // flags[8192] doesn't need to be set, because it's even
// since even numbers already crossed out we can:
// - start from i=3
// - iterate over odd numbers (i+=2)
for (int i = 3; i <= sqrt_max; i += 2) {
if (flags[i]) {
/* remove all multiples of prime: i */
// 1. less than i*i already marked
// 2. only mark odd multiples (i*i+i will
//
produce even number, which is already marked)
for (int k = i * i; k <= 8192; k += 2 * i)
flags[k] = 0;
}
}

$ perf
-M
Count:
Count:
Count:

stat -r3 \
Retiring,Bad_Speculation,Frontend_Bound,Backend_Bound -- sieve
1028
1028
1028

Performance counter stats for 'sieve' (3 runs):
4418503187
180837497
7664424596
21842700971
1728499772 ns
180506496
7650876253
20710368713
21805541168
1728499772 ns

IDQ_UOPS_NOT_DELIVERED.CORE #
#
INT_MISC.RECOVERY_CYCLES
CPU_CLK_UNHALTED.THREAD
UOPS_ISSUED.ANY
duration_time
INT_MISC.RECOVERY_CYCLES #
CPU_CLK_UNHALTED.THREAD
#
UOPS_RETIRED.RETIRE_SLOTS
UOPS_ISSUED.ANY
duration_time

1.73394 +- 0.00885 seconds time elapsed

0.14 Frontend_Bound
0.12 Backend_Bound

( +-

0.06 Bad_Speculation
0.68 Retiring

0.51% )

count = 1; // accounting for 2 is prime
unsigned long long int *ptr = (unsigned long long int*) &flags;
unsigned long long int *end = (unsigned long long int*) &flags[8192];
while (ptr < end)
count += _mm_popcnt_u64(*ptr++); // popcnt counts bits in a 64bit integer

}

}
printf("Count: %llu\n", count);
return 0;

https://easyperf.net/blog/2019/02/16/Performance-optimization-contest-1
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Optimization Examples
from
Geant4 Simulation Toolkit

perf stat -d – overview of Geant4 initialization

Whoa, that’s a lot of backend cycles idle!
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Record Geant4 initialization for further analysis

55

G4{h,Mu}PairProd. account for ~40% of initialization
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Top 3 models account for ~60% of backend stalls
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How to improve performance?
●

Look for pair production model in Geant4 Physics Manual
○

●
●

Avoid unnecessary calls to G4Log function when calculating zeta
Remove data dependencies
○

○

●

Rework expressions for cross sections with pencil/paper to reduce arithmetic operations

Break up large for loop into several smaller for loops
■ Compute together things that don’t depend on each other
■ Hide latency from divisions
■ When calling G4Log, input is already available
Move common expressions out of for loop all together

Remove code duplication from the two classes with essentially the same
version of this function by inheriting the base version in the derived class
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How to improve performance?
●

Look for pair production model in Geant4 Physics Manual
○

●
●

Avoid unnecessary calls to G4Log function when calculating zeta
Remove data dependencies
○
○
○
○
○

●

Rework expressions for cross sections with pencil/paper to reduce arithmetic operations

Break up large for loop into several smaller for loops
Compute together things that don’t depend on each other
Hide latency from divisions
When calling G4Log, input is already available
Move common expressions out of for loop

Remove code duplication from the two classes with essentially the same
version of this function by inheriting the base version in the derived class
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Result of expensive call to G4Log not always used
this if statement for treating hydrogen
differently can be replaced by branchless
code (index based on boolean result)

this call to G4Log
can be avoided when
zeta1 <= 0.0
result of division used right away
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Avoid calling G4Log by replacing condition

We can avoid calling G4Log by replacing
the condition with an equivalent one for the
input argument of G4Log.
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Return early to avoid unnecessary divisions

Moving the early return up reduces unnecessary divisions.
Also a3 <= 0 is harder to understand than the new form.
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Big loop with many data dependencies
Data dependencies between arithmetic operations can
create execution latency even without cache misses.
Breaking up long loops into smaller parts makes it
possible to hide some of the latency from divisions and
math function calls with instruction level parallelism.
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Use perf annotate to ﬁnd hottest parts of the code

hottest instructions
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Big loop with many data dependencies (cont.)
Observations:
● Big for loop with ﬁxed iteration count, but no vectorization
○ Loop has common expressions that can be moved out
● Variable names make code hard to understand
● Many data dependencies reduce parallelism
○ Results of divisions and sqrt used immediately
■ Result of tmn = G4Log(tmnexp) used immediately
■ Results of divisions and sqrt used inside call to G4Log
○ G4Log is called (and inlined!) 4 times just here
■ G4Log inlined 10 times just in this function!

hottest source lines
shown by perf annotate
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Break large loop to hide latency from divisions
Data dependencies between arithmetic operations can
create execution latency even without cache misses.
Breaking up long loops into smaller parts makes it
possible to hide some of the latency from divisions and
math function calls with instruction level parallelism.
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Reduce Code Duplication

This was a copy of
G4MuPairProductionModel::ComputeDMicroscopicCrossSection.
We can keep only the copy from the base class.
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From ~40% of initialization to ~27%, not bad!
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Revisiting overview of Geant4 initialization (before)
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Revisiting overview of Geant4 initialization (after)
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G4Log inlined many times, maybe that’s a problem?

G4Log inlined at least 932 times in physics processes.
Makes libG4processes.so 1–2% larger because of this.
(release ~300K larger / debug 10MB larger)
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G4Log inlined many times, but it’s not the problem
G4Log function inlined

G4Log function not inlined

No big difference, so problem is not due to code bloat
72

What happens if we use std::log and std::exp?

Extra ~10% speedup! Could make sense to use std::log at initialization only.
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Example of Bad Speculation
Be careful with what you assume the compiler
can optimize for you.
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Example of Bad Speculation
Be careful with what you assume the compiler
can optimize for you.
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Branching Eﬃciently

When a branching condition has several terms, order it
from the most discriminant term to the least. Here, the
energy is different much more frequently than material
or particle type, so this order leads to more early
decisions and better performance.
Probabilities:
mat == currentMaterial ⇒ 98.9%
matParticle == part->GetDeﬁnition ⇒ 71.6%
matKinEnergy == part->GetKineticEnergy() ⇒ 32.1%
Note that these are independent. They are equal
together only about 6.9% of the time.
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Unnecessary Work: Caching Data

This method is always called with each element of
each material in a loop, so the element is never the
same, and the cache was missed 100% of the time.
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Unnecessary Work: Avoid Distant Data Accesses

Finding the ﬁeld manager is expensive. It requires accessing
distant pieces of data like the fFieldPropagator class member
to call its method, and the track’s current volume. However,
we can avoid checking the ﬁeld for neutral and/or massless
particles, as the ﬁeld has no effect on them.
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Data Access Patterns: Group Nearby Reads & Writes

If a class member needs to be accessed multiple times
inside a function or method, prefer keeping these accesses
close together to avoid unnecessary cache misses.
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Data Access Patterns: Avoid Indirections

Chained accessors via pointers require several memory
accesses to retrieve a single piece of data, with similar cost
to traversing a linked list. Here we can avoid 3 access
indirections by reusing the value of fCurrentVolume.
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Data Access Patterns: Avoid Indirections

These actually return fDynamicParticle->Get...()!

Not good! Traverses pointer
chains multiple times, and
G4TouchableHandle is actually
reference counted, so this has
branches and is incrementing
and decrementing counters
multiple times too!
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Data Access Patterns: Avoid Indirections
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G4PhysicsVector::Interpolation()
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Arithmetics: Instruction Level Parallelism
Refactoring terms saves some multiplications, but note also
the parenthesis. Floating point arithmetics is not associative.
Parenthesizing ensures that each of the independent
multiplications can be performed in parallel. This alone
reduces estimated execution from 60 to 51 cycles (llvm-mca).

Without parenthesis

With parenthesis

same register ⇒ sequential

different registers ⇒ parallel
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Arithmetics: Instruction Level Parallelism
Legend
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Arithmetics: Instruction Level Parallelism
Legend
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Top 20 classes in Geant4 10.5.1
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Top 20 classes in Geant4 10.7 + Optimizations
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Conclusions and performance tips
●

Problems don’t always happen where we expect
○

●

The fastest thing you can do is to not do anything
○

●

Avoid unnecessary work in your code (e.g. checking ﬁeld manager for neutral particles)

Beware of data dependencies
○
○

●

Always measure to make sure your hypothesis for the cause is correct

Reoder computations to take advantage of instruction level parallelism
Strong dependencies can make your code slow even if L1 misses are low

Beware of indirect accesses via pointers and calls to other shared objects
○
○
○

Patterns like obj->GetFoo()->GetBar()->GetBaz() are too common in C++
Accessing Baz becomes as expensive as traversing a list every time, bad for locality
Frequent calls across shared objects are expensive, it’s better to merge into a single library
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General Performance Guidelines
Frontend Optimizations

Backend Optimizations

● Check for excessive inlining

● Group nearby data accesses

● Reduce code size, code duplication

● Prefer regular data members to pointers

● Avoid unnecessary functions calls

● Avoid indirections from accessor chains

● Avoid frequent calls to distant code

● Break up long for loops into smaller ones

○ Merge libraries that call each other frequently
○ Place functions that call each other nearby

● Optimize conditionals
○ Order by true/false probability
○ Replace conditions by arithmetics

● Avoid data dependencies in arithmetics
● Check cache performance, hit/miss rates
● Be conservative with your assumptions
about what the compiler can optimize

● Use SIMD vectorization (less instructions)
Intel Software Optimization Reference Manuals

AMD Software Optimization Guide for EPYC™ Processors
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“Programmers waste enormous amounts of time thinking about,
or worrying about, the speed of noncritical parts of their
programs, and these attempts at eﬃciency actually have a
strong negative impact when debugging and maintenance are
considered. We should forget about small eﬃciencies, say about
97% of the time: premature optimization is the root of all evil.
Yet we should not pass up our opportunities in that critical 3%”
— Donald Knuth
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Backup Slides

Proﬁling Data Post-processing & Visualization

gprof2dot – convert proﬁling data to a graph

94

gprof2dot – convert proﬁling data to a graph
All of Geant4, down to nodes with at least 0.5%
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FlameGraph – convert proﬁling data to a ﬂamegraph
bash ~ $ flamegraph.pl --help
USAGE: flamegraph.pl [options] infile > outfile.svg
--title TEXT
--subtitle TEXT
--width NUM
--height NUM
--minwidth NUM
--fonttype FONT
--fontsize NUM
--countname TEXT
--nametype TEXT
--colors PALETTE

#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
--bgcolors COLOR #
#
--hash
#
--cp
#
--reverse
#
--inverted
#
--flamechart
#
--negate
#
--notes TEXT
#
--help
#

change title text
second level title (optional)
width of image (default 1200)
height of each frame (default 16)
omit smaller functions (default 0.1 pixels)
font type (default "Verdana")
font size (default 12)
count type label (default "samples")
name type label (default "Function:")
set color palette. choices are: hot (default), mem,
io, wakeup, chain, java, js, perl, red, green, blue,
aqua, yellow, purple, orange
set background colors. gradient choices are yellow
(default), blue, green, grey; flat colors use "#rrggbb"
colors are keyed by function name hash
use consistent palette (palette.map)
generate stack-reversed flame graph
icicle graph
produce a flame chart (sort by time, do not merge stacks)
switch differential hues (blue<->red)
add notes comment in SVG (for debugging)
this message

eg,
flamegraph.pl --title="Flame Graph: malloc()" trace.txt > graph.svg
https://github.com/brendangregg/FlameGraph
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FlameGraph – convert proﬁling data to a ﬂamegraph

kernel (orange)

C++ (yellow)
system (red)
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Caveats and Gotchas

ROOT startup ﬂamegraph for various conﬁgurations

perf record --call-graph=fp
(debugging info not available)

perf record --call-graph=dwarf
(frame pointer not available)

perf record --call-graph=fp
(frame pointer and debugging info)
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ROOT startup ﬂamegraph for various conﬁgurations

Missing symbols

perf record --call-graph=fp
(debugging info not available)

perf record --call-graph=dwarf
(frame pointer not available)

perf record --call-graph=fp
(frame pointer and debugging info)
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ROOT startup ﬂamegraph for various conﬁgurations
Broken stack unwinding

perf record --call-graph=fp
(debugging info not available)

perf record --call-graph=dwarf
(frame pointer not available)

perf record --call-graph=fp
(frame pointer and debugging info)
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ROOT startup ﬂamegraph for various conﬁgurations
Correctly merged stacks

perf record --call-graph=fp
(debugging info not available)

perf record --call-graph=dwarf
(frame pointer not available)

perf record --call-graph=fp
(frame pointer and debugging info)
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Avoid broken stack traces and missing symbols
●
●
●

Compile code with debugging information (-g)
Add -fno-omit-frame-pointer to compile options to keep frame pointer
Install system packages with debugging info for the kernel and system libs

When recording data:
●
●
●
●
●

Use --call-graph=fp/dwarf + DWARF debugging information
Use precise events to avoid skidding (cycles:pp instead of just cycles)
Adjust sampling rate to avoid large amounts of data and high overhead
Sample events in a group if computing derived metrics (e.g. instr. per cycle)
See man perf-list for more information on events and their modiﬁers
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Microarchitecture
Analysis with perf
Metrics are only available with perf stat. To be
able to get metrics per-symbol with perf record:
●

Use classiﬁcation from Intel VTune

●

Use formulas for each category based on
events known to perf and properties of
the hardware

●

Record all perf events in the same
sampling group

●

Report counts per symbol using perf

●

Post-process with AWK to calculate
metrics per symbol

●

Can also use similar events and own
formulas to create new metrics

A. Yasin, "A Top-Down method for performance analysis and counters architecture," 2014
IEEE International Symposium on Performance Analysis of Systems and Software (ISPASS),
Monterey, CA, 2014, pp. 35-44, doi: 10.1109/ISPASS.2014.6844459.
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Example – using perf + awk to get percent retiring
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Example – using perf + awk to get percent retiring
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The Translation
Lookaside Buffer
“A translation lookaside buﬀer
(TLB) is a memory cache that is
used to reduce the time taken to
access a user memory location.
It is a part of the chip's memory
management unit (MMU). The TLB
stores the recent translations of
virtual memory to physical
memory and can be called an
address-translation cache.”

Virtual to Physical Translation

CPU
Core

Virtual
Address

L1

Physical
Address

MMU

L2

TLB hit

TLB

Page
Fault

Disk

TLB miss

Page Table
(Main Memory)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Translation_lookaside_buﬀer
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